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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme - #AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be
joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) & Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat
about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop
https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hope you can join us for #MigraineChat (or boost )!  @CoalitionCHAMP @MigraineDisordr
@amfmigraine @miles4migraine @NHF @MigraineSummit @migrainemeander @headachepolicy
@CMAware @US_Pain 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#NEISvoid friends: I ran out of space, but if you have headache or migraine of any type, diagnosed or
not, please come hang out with us during #MigraineChat’s live monthly chat - today at 1p ET. 

ChronicMigraine Girl  she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Association of Migraine Disorders® @MigraineDisordr 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

cannon tekstar  @cannontekstar 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Hey #NEISvoid and #MigraineChat friends, do you have TENS recommendations
that aren’t too expensive? Also, I recall reading about EMS (electrical muscle stimulation). Is that a
thing worth trying (are devices with both TENS/EMS settings worth investing in)? 
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DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Kevin @onlylight210 
Noon central 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: #MigraineChat is tomorrow! Will you be there? Details, questions, tips on how to
join a tweet chat, all at the link below  

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: Join me on Monday, June 6th @ 1pm ET for a special #MHAM edition of
#MigraineChat!  We’ll cover issues our community faces accessing #migraine care. Co-hosting with
me, my friends Sarah & Joe from the @GHLForg. It’s not to be missed!  See the Qs:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/SEhe2Xt6cs 

Headmistress of Femme Half-Assery @coldbean 
RT @beth_morton: Join me on Monday, June 6th @ 1pm ET for a special #MHAM edition of
#MigraineChat!  We’ll cover issues our community faces accessing #migraine care. Co-hosting with
me, my friends Sarah & Joe from the @GHLForg. It’s not to be missed!  See the Qs:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/SEhe2Xt6cs 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: Join me on Monday, June 6th @ 1pm ET for a special #MHAM edition of
#MigraineChat!  We’ll cover issues our community faces accessing #migraine care. Co-hosting with
me, my friends Sarah & Joe from the @GHLForg. It’s not to be missed!  See the Qs:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/SEhe2Xt6cs 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
Hey starting soon! Come join the migraine chat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well
as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you can find chat tips here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @beth_morton: Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope
you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time participating, you can find chat tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
Very excited to participate in #MigraineChat. Starting now, 

ChronicMigraine Girl  she/her @migrainesallday 
Yay! Can't wait to get into #MigraineChat today! Check out how to navigate if it's your first time here 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat, joining you from Vermont. We’re having lovely weather, but I’ve
been in a #migraine flare. Who else is here today? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel
comfortable (i.e., you don’t have to disclose anything health related). 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Joining me today for #MigraineChat are two of my favorite fellow #migraine advocates, Sarah
(@migrainesallday) BIPOC Patient Advocate and Community Outreach Manager and Joe
(@JosephCoe) Director of Education and Digital Strategy, from @GHLForg. 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: I’m Beth, the host of #MigraineChat, joining you from Vermont. We’re having
lovely weather, but I’ve been in a #migraine flare. Who else is here today? If you want, introduce
yourself in a way you feel comfortable (i.e., you don’t have to disclose anything health related). 
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Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: Joining me today for #MigraineChat are two of my favorite fellow #migraine
advocates, Sarah (@migrainesallday) BIPOC Patient Advocate and Community Outreach Manager
and Joe (@JosephCoe) Director of Education and Digital Strategy, from @GHLForg. 

(expect RT delays) the void shouts back into you @RTsFromTheVoid 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid friends: #NEISvoid friends: I ran out of space, but if you have
headache or migraine of any type, diagnosed or not, please come hang out with us during
#MigraineChat’s live monthly chat - today at 1p ET. 

Brianne (currently more offline than usual) @bennessb 
RT @beth_morton: #NEISvoid friends: #NEISvoid friends: I ran out of space, but if you have
headache or migraine of any type, diagnosed or not, please come hang out with us during
#MigraineChat’s live monthly chat - today at 1p ET. 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
#migrainechat @GHLForg 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
Hi #MigraineChat. I’m Joe, Director of Education/Digital Strategy for @GHLForg. I live with #migraine
and you can hear me on the pod (https://t.co/wvLjWOffF0) 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton Hi, I'm Raven. Having a bad brain fog day but I'm trying. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death  @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Hi I’m Alex! Joining with a new puppy (meet Remy everyone). Currently in appeal hell
trying to get ubrelvy at a cost I can afford. #MigraineChat https://t.co/UF5K1voDg8 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @JosephCoe: Hi #MigraineChat. I’m Joe, Director of Education/Digital Strategy for @GHLForg. I
live with #migraine and you can hear me on the pod (https://t.co/wvLjWOffF0) 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton Hi, #MigraineChat -- I'm Sari, joining from Boston where I am slowly coming out of
Triptan Side Effect Purgatory and my arms are feeling normal-enough to be able to type! 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe I’m here today! Luckily no migraine (at least not yet).
Excited for today’s chat #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
#migrainechat #mham 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @kelseysmigraine: @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe I’m here today! Luckily no
migraine (at least not yet). Excited for today’s chat #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: Hi #MigraineChat. I’m Joe, Director of Education/Digital Strategy for @GHLForg. I
live with #migraine and you can hear me on the pod (https://t.co/wvLjWOffF0) 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: #migrainechat @GHLForg 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Joining me today for #MigraineChat are two of my favorite fellow #migraine
advocates, Sarah (@migrainesallday) BIPOC Patient Advocate and Community Outreach Manager
and Joe (@JosephCoe) Director of Education and Digital Strategy, from @GHLForg. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
While you continue intros, I want to remind everyone to (1) Include #MigraineChat in all tweets.
(2) Use A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet. These make following the chat easier. 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so share only what feels comfortable. (4) Please don’t use GIFs
or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click #MigraineChat, then latest, to see the
chat in real time. 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
Hi! I'm Angie, senior editor for MigraineAgain. Everyone on our team lives with migraine, and we're
excited to be here for #MigraineChat #MHAM2022 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: Very excited to participate in #MigraineChat. Starting now, 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @beth_morton: Joining me today for #MigraineChat are two of my favorite fellow #migraine
advocates, Sarah (@migrainesallday) BIPOC Patient Advocate and Community Outreach Manager
and Joe (@JosephCoe) Director of Education and Digital Strategy, from @GHLForg. 

ChronicMigraine Girl  she/her @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Hi everyone! So glad to be here! I'm Sarah Renee. Thanks
for having us today! I live with chronic migraine, endometriosis and anxiety. Also showing up with all
the rainbows for Pride Month #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: While you continue intros, I want to remind everyone to (1) Include
#MigraineChat in all tweets.  (2) Use A1, A2, etc., to reply to Q1, Q2, etc., or quote tweet. These
make following the chat easier. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating for Access.” Since
access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of the biggest
bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Other reminders: Other reminders: (3) Twitter is public, so share only what feels
comfortable. (4) Please don’t use GIFs or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. (5) Click
#MigraineChat, then latest, to see the chat in real time. 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton #migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @MigraineAgain: Hi! I'm Angie, senior editor for MigraineAgain. Everyone on our team lives with
migraine, and we're excited to be here for #MigraineChat #MHAM2022 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Hi everyone! So glad to be here! I'm
Sarah Renee. Thanks for having us today! I live with chronic migraine, endometriosis and anxiety.
Also showing up with all the rainbows for Pride Month #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating
for Access.” Since access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of
the biggest bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @MigraineAgain: Hi! I'm Angie, senior editor for MigraineAgain. Everyone on our team lives with
migraine, and we're excited to be here for #MigraineChat #MHAM2022 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton Hi, I’m Sarah! Currently in a bit of a dizzy spell but happy to be here & will try to
participate as much as I can. Always grateful for the monthly #MigraineChat ✨ 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating
for Access.” Since access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of
the biggest bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@MigraineAgain Hey Angie! #MigraineChat
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal migraine diagnosis,
did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please share. #MigraineChat
#MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton I'm Holly, Migraine Again + The Daily Migraine's social media coordinator, joining from
Michigan. Feeling ok so far today (migraine symptoms are only mild), but storms are headed my way,
so I'm not too sure how long that will be true #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: Hi #MigraineChat. I’m Joe, Director of Education/Digital Strategy for @GHLForg. I
live with #migraine and you can hear me on the pod (https://t.co/wvLjWOffF0) 

Isolde @IsoldePsyche34 
RT @beth_morton: June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating
for Access.” Since access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of
the biggest bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
So ready, let's do this #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
Hello! I'm JP from Texas & an Advocacy Fellow with @GHLForg Currently in Postdrome state after
dealing with a relentless #migraine attack, but glad to be able to participate. #MigraineChat
#mham2022 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A1: Fortunately my primary care physician saw me as I was having an attack. I think traveling to his
office and not being able to stay in the waiting room (lights, vomiting) helped expedite the process.
#MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A1 I have some family history but it took a few years of repeated requests for further examination to
get a formal diagnosis. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@thedailymigrain @beth_morton Hey Holly! #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: Hello! I'm JP from Texas & an Advocacy Fellow with @GHLForg Currently in
Postdrome state after dealing with a relentless #migraine attack, but glad to be able to participate.
#MigraineChat #mham2022 

GHLF @GHLForg 
@melanpops @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe Howdy Mel. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Hi everyone! So glad to be here! I'm
Sarah Renee. Thanks for having us today! I live with chronic migraine, endometriosis and anxiety.
Also showing up with all the rainbows for Pride Month   #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1 I was diagnosed rather early in middle school due to family history. I actually think
having the initial diagnosis prevented me from getting quality migraine education as my migraines got
worse as I got older. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
A1. I was diagnosed with migraine when I was 3 years old. I had a series of attacks with a bad
headache and vomiting, and my doctor recognized it pretty quickly. Even so, I was misdiagnosed with
sinus headaches at age 11 when I back to the doctor with symptoms. 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was probably experiencing
migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just stress and anxiety”
@GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@JosephCoe And they say #migraine is an invisible illness! #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A1. After years of gaslighting, thinking I was just sensitive to pain I finally got diagnosed a year ago.
My roommate was the one who pointed out that it’s not normal to not function with a headache. It took
me 8 years to get diagnosed. #MigraineChat 
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GHLF @GHLForg 
@SaltyLilBrat @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe We hope you get the treatment and
relief you deserve. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@beth_morton I have a big personality.  #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A1. After years of gaslighting, thinking I was just sensitive to pain I finally got
diagnosed a year ago. My roommate was the one who pointed out that it’s not normal to not function
with a headache. It took me 8 years to get diagnosed. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: A1: A1: Fortunately my primary care physician saw me as I was having an attack. I
think traveling to his office and not being able to stay in the waiting room (lights, vomiting) helped
expedite the process. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed (in fact told emphatically it wasn't migraine) in middle school,
the first time I became chronic. Wasn't diagnosed until ~23 years later the second time I became
chronic. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A1. After years of gaslighting, thinking I was just sensitive to pain I finally got
diagnosed a year ago. My roommate was the one who pointed out that it’s not normal to not function
with a headache. It took me 8 years to get diagnosed. #MigraineChat 

Goddess Arami Uchiha ✨ @aramibygoddess 
Let’s do it cause the “professionals” don’t seem to know a thing 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed (in fact told emphatically it wasn't
migraine) in middle school, the first time I became chronic. Wasn't diagnosed until ~23 years later the
second time I became chronic. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A1: It wasn’t until I became chronic that I received a migraine diagnosis. I had
sustained concussions a few years before that & experienced PCS issues that mirrored migraine, but
no doctor even brought it up as a possibility. I often wonder if I was episodic then. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed (in fact told emphatically it wasn't
migraine) in middle school, the first time I became chronic. Wasn't diagnosed until ~23 years later the
second time I became chronic. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A1. After years of gaslighting, thinking I was just sensitive to pain I finally got
diagnosed a year ago. My roommate was the one who pointed out that it’s not normal to not function
with a headache. It took me 8 years to get diagnosed. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Sammy ヘザー    ♡ @SaltyLilBrat 
@GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe Thank you. Does anyone else have the
same issue, like me? Unable to figure out why she or he may have them a lot? #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: A1: A1: Fortunately my primary care physician saw me as I was having an attack. I
think traveling to his office and not being able to stay in the waiting room (lights, vomiting) helped
expedite the process. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SaltyLilBrat Hi Sammy, thanks for being here and finding #MigraineChat. I hope you get relief soon.
Let us know how we can help. 
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The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton A1. I was halfway through undergrad, and chronic migraine hit out of nowhere one
summer. It took a few months to figure out it was migraine, as migraine skips around a lot in my family
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton A1. I had a few very isolated migraine headaches, but did not recognize what they
were. Then I had sudden onset vertigo, which led to a lot of testing to rule out other causes.
#MigraineChat 1/ 

Tinu @Tinu 
RT @JosephCoe: A1: A1: Fortunately my primary care physician saw me as I was having an attack. I
think traveling to his office and not being able to stay in the waiting room (lights, vomiting) helped
expedite the process. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@SaltyLilBrat @GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday It is such a personal and complicated
disease. Have you found a healthcare provider that will work with you to figure this out. There are
treatments that might help. #MigraineChat 

Tinu @Tinu 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A1: Honestly it wasn't until my oldest child was diagnosed that things started to make sense for me. I
had been blissfully migraine free my whole life (mostly - possibly a few here and there) until
perimenopause. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A1: my mom (migraineur) recognized it at my 1st attack at age 4. It took 3 yrs of
seeing Drs before dx. The previous Drs thought I was mimicking mom to get out of school. This was in
the 70s when pediatric migraine wasn't considered real. Glad we know better now. #MigraineChat 

Sammy ヘザー    ♡ @SaltyLilBrat 
@beth_morton Thank you, Beth. I just wish I knew what is causing it. Thinking of doing a second
opinion.. #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A1) I was formally diagnosed around age 7, although I began having migraines at age
4. The delay in diagnosis was caused by the assumption of doctors at my clinic that I was “too young”
to have migraines. (Even though my mother has also had them since age 8.) #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@SaltyLilBrat @GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday Check out the audio guides on the
bottom of our podcast: https://t.co/bCzBRaVR7t (it might help with bringing stuff up with providers).
#MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. Have you ever tried to make an appointment with a headache specialist? What barriers - if any -
did you encounter (e.g., availability, waitlists, distance/transportation, insurance/cost, etc)?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/SwnMxHiuRY 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton I had migraine since childhood but was diagnosed as an adult. But first misdiagnosed
with sinus issues. Underwent sinus surgery. Eventually slowly treated for it.#migrainechat #MHAM 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1 cont. Final dx: Basilar Migraine (now called Migraine with Brainstem
Aura [MBA]) & Migraine-Associated Vertigo (now called vestibular migraine). The testing & dx was
thorough & efficient once the vertigo started. 2/2 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@JosephCoe @beth_morton Hello Joe! Appreciate your advocacy work!! #MigraineChat

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A1 cont. In fact, right up until the specialist diagnosed me I would tell people "I get these really gnarly
headaches, but they're not migraine" because, well, I'd been told by a neurologist that they weren't
migraine. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A2: I’ve seen 2 headache specialists. Both required me to travel out of state & both required waitlists.
One waitlist was over a year long. I feel very privileged to see a headache specialist b/c not everyone
has access to get to or have coverage to see one. #MigraineChat 
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Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A1: I haven’t worked with a headache specialist. I was treated for many years by my primary and
currently work with a general neurologist (who is fantastic). #MigraineChat 

Big Sis Naye-chan @Nayelia_SGN 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @thedailymigrain: @JosephCoe @beth_morton Hello Joe! Appreciate your advocacy work!!
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
If you're dealing with headaches or vertigo and suspect it might be migraine, here are some expert
tips on how to talk to your doctor to get the right diagnosis https://t.co/Q6qvzLC8OY #MHAM2022
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@thedailymigrain @beth_morton 😊😊😊 #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@SaltyLilBrat @GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday Keep pushing. 💜 #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton We hear sooo many stories of people being misdiagnosed. #migrainechat #mham 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
Right now it's referral issues; I haven't documented enough migraines with my new PCP (who I am
still feeling out) ... I could ask and maybe I should ... but I doubt she'd do it. And the place I want to go
where my daughter goes is packed full. 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @MigraineAgain: If you're dealing with headaches or vertigo and suspect it might be migraine,
here are some expert tips on how to talk to your doctor to get the right diagnosis
https://t.co/Q6qvzLC8OY #MHAM2022 #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A2: I'm lucky to have always had a HAS for the past 30 yrs my migraine has been
chronic. But I live near the Cleveland Clinic, which has several on staff who take various insurances
(including Medicaid). Most ppl aren't that lucky. #MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
Ack! I keep forgetting my #MigraineChat hashtag. :) Sorry Beth 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@MaeExhausted Sending positive thoughts your way, hormone changes are not nice for migraine
brains! #MigraineChat 

Sammy ヘザー    ♡ @SaltyLilBrat 
RT @beth_morton: June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating
for Access.” Since access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of
the biggest bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar   @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed for 10+ yrs as having sinus infections. When my migraine
disease morphed to vestibular migraine I was diagnosed by a neurologist, neurotologist & neuro-
ophthalmologist. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A2. I saw headache specialists for about a year. But there were few enough available
spots I kept seeing fellows whose fellowships would end and I opted for the stability of a non-HAS
neurologist attending #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
RT @MigraineAgain: If you're dealing with headaches or vertigo and suspect it might be migraine,
here are some expert tips on how to talk to your doctor to get the right diagnosis
https://t.co/Q6qvzLC8OY #MHAM2022 #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. I never knew there *were* headache specialists until I learned
about them on Twitter in the last three years. Saw many neurologists - no one ever mentioned that
headache specialists were a thing. 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A2 cont. I'm super privileged and lucky to live within a mile of a headache center, and my neurologist
(who is a deft hand with Botox needles) works in the office next to the center, so there's at least some
collegial crossover. #MigraineChat 
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harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 the time delay after I requested a referral was almost 4 months. In this time I had
no care and rapidly deteriorated while taking handfuls of pills each day to just get through. I think lack
of additional support while waiting is a barrier to health #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
Too many healthcare providers think that migraine only affects adults. This is not true!! Children,
toddlers, and even infants are affected by migraine https://t.co/sqnJtinnyY #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A2) I went to the Diamond Headache clinic for a while in my teens, but it was hard for
my parents to facilitate the appts (it’s a 2 hr drive). Meanwhile another specialist I saw in suburban
Chicago, as an adult, didn’t take/bill insurance; financially unsustainable. #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A2 yeah, sometimes successfully and sometimes not and I feel as if I’ve encountered all the barriers
on this list as well as cultural disconnect once I’m in the doctors office more often than not.
#MigraineChat 

Danielle Kempe, CFRE @DJDiG 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
But I see her virtually, since she’s based out of NY and I want to switch to an in-person one. Been
waiting to see one at UCLA Health for 3 months now? Luckily I’m near a major city so I have the
privilege of more accessible headache specialists (2/2) #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A2. Yes, my initial headache specialist was at a university so availability was slim. Appointments were
only available Mondays and typically involved over a month between appointments. My current
headache specialist has A LOT more availability. (1/2) #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: A2: I’ve seen 2 headache specialists. Both required me to travel out of
state & both required waitlists. One waitlist was over a year long. I feel very privileged to see a
headache specialist b/c not everyone has access to get to or have coverage to see one.
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @cannontekstar: @beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed for 10+ yrs as having sinus infections.
When my migraine disease morphed to vestibular migraine I was diagnosed by a neurologist,
neurotologist & neuro-ophthalmologist. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @SMauro1622: @beth_morton A2. I saw headache specialists for about a year. But there were
few enough available spots I kept seeing fellows whose fellowships would end and I opted for the
stability of a non-HAS neurologist attending #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. I never knew there *were* headache specialists
until I learned about them on Twitter in the last three years. Saw many neurologists - no one ever
mentioned that headache specialists were a thing. 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton A2 didn’t know they existed until a previous #MigraineChat but have appt next months
& odd as it may be I’m excited for it! 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @SMauro1622: A2 cont. I'm super privileged and lucky to live within a mile of a headache center,
and my neurologist (who is a deft hand with Botox needles) works in the office next to the center, so
there's at least some collegial crossover. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A2 the time delay after I requested a referral was almost 4
months. In this time I had no care and rapidly deteriorated while taking handfuls of pills each day to
just get through. I think lack of additional support while waiting is a barrier to health #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@migrainesallday Oh wow! I’m really lucky my 2nd headache specialist despite being out of state
allows me to see them via telehealth and I got in within a month! #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @MigraineAgain: Too many healthcare providers think that migraine only affects adults. This is not
true!! Children, toddlers, and even infants are affected by migraine https://t.co/sqnJtinnyY
#MigraineChat 
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Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @catballouboo: @beth_morton A2) I went to the Diamond Headache clinic for a while in my teens,
but it was hard for my parents to facilitate the appts (it’s a 2 hr drive). Meanwhile another specialist I
saw in suburban Chicago, as an adult, didn’t take/bill insurance; financially unsustainable.
#MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @grrlintersect: A2 yeah, sometimes successfully and sometimes not and I feel as if I’ve
encountered all the barriers on this list as well as cultural disconnect once I’m in the doctors office
more often than not. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A2: One of my doctors is a headache specialist. I live within a big metro area, so that
helps. She had a long waitlist for new patients but I got lucky & there was a cancellation & I got in
rather quickly. In these regards (and more), I’m fortunate. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-related test/procedure?
What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were eventually able to access this,
what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@smithbrainz @beth_morton I know of several people who were dx with migraine in ERs because
they thought they were having a stroke or an aneurysm. #MigraineChat 

Keysfins #Masked By Choice @Keysfins 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Keysfins here, waving hello from altitude. It’s a slow Monday. 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeExhausted Better to start as soon as possible and get them on your care team 
#MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@OneSickVet @JosephCoe @beth_morton Yes, same. I didn’t know either of my neurologists were
headache specialists till way later #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat Mary in the province of British Columbia, Canada 

☮  EmmKae ☮  @MerryKaate 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A3. I've been able to access the treatments I want (mostly), but I've had to make hard
choices such as paying out of pocket when insurance wouldn't approve co-therapies. #MigraineChat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A2. My previous neurologist was out of options. I was fortunate to find a specialist 2
hours away. And they were taking new patients. My only problem is I have to make 2 trips the same
week as they won’t do my appt and Botox on the same day due to insurance. #migrainechat #mham 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@catballouboo @beth_morton This is so familiar. I started at 4 like my grandma. Mom started at 7,
my sister at 11. We all had misdiagnoses at first. Mom wasn't dx until her late 20s. #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@catballouboo @beth_morton My current HAS trained at diamond and has his own clinic now in the
suburbs! Not sure if you’re still looking but he offers telehealth and I really like him. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MIgraineChat A3. Currently receiving Botox at no cost from the VA. When I moved
states/VA facilities, I had to start all over again with neurologist visit & convince them to continue care.
Had to travel back to previous state for 9 months until I could finally get 1/ 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A3: Basically the same as A2 - I have not pursued talking to my PCP enough to get enough
documentation to get the helps I need (that I can't do on my own). It sucks that our system works this
way. #MigraineChat 

cannon tekstar   @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A2. It took me two years and then a 6mo waitlist to see a headache specialist. I
actually moved to LA so I could be treated at UCLAs migraine program & waited months for my first
appt. It was 5mo waitlist for my NY HAS at NYU. #MigraineChat 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton After 2nd debilitating vertigo attack w/in months - lasting over 12hours - which sent me
to the ER…and follow up visit w/neurologist & ENT I discovered what I thought was normal (b/c I had
lived w/it for so long) = headaches 3-4x weekly wasn’t normal at all. More. #MigraineChat 
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That One Girl @Skrink_LaDue 
I had what I called "eye-aches" for YEARS. Intense, throbbed eye pain, temporary visual
disturbances.. Initially told it was just a side effect of a slightly lazy eye, finally diagnosed with severe
retinal migraines in my late 20's. 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A1: I was hospitalized at the age of 10 for excoriating head pain, partial loss of vision & uncontrollable
vomiting. With a family history of #Migraine & my symptoms, I received a diagnosis from a neurologist
a few days into my stay. #MigraineChat @GHLForg #mham2022 #mham 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
A2. I had to wait 6 months to see a headache specialist at a university. For years I would travel 50
miles through LA traffic to get to them (super triggering for me), but now that telehealth is an option it
is so much more accessible #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A1. My very 1st migraine with aura I called my ophthalmologist, because of the visual
disturbance. He’s the one that explained what I was experiencing. 1 year later ENT explained my new
experience was vestibular migraine. #migrainechat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A3: Yes! My neuro found treatments that worked for me & b/c of insurance practices like prior
authorization and step therapy I was delayed for months. I spoke about this (and learning insurance
company cheat codes) on my colleague’s podcast: https://t.co/j1Cu9bJMkX #MigraineChat

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage for treatments due to
insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps fight against denials.
@GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6 #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
#MigraineChat #mham #mham2022 #podcast @GHLForg 

That One Girl @Skrink_LaDue 
@beth_morton I had what I called "eye-aches" for YEARS. Intense, throbbed eye pain, temporary
visual disturbances.. Initially told it was just a side effect of a slightly lazy eye, finally diagnosed with
severe retinal migraines in my late 20's. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then getting told by your
insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided would work for you.
That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: #MigraineChat #mham #mham2022 #podcast @GHLForg 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: A1: A1: I was hospitalized at the age of 10 for excoriating head pain, partial
loss of vision & uncontrollable vomiting. With a family history of #Migraine & my symptoms, I received
a diagnosis from a neurologist a few days into my stay. #MigraineChat @GHLForg #mham2022
#mham 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MIgraineChat A3 cont. Botox from new facility. This means traveling 8 hrs round trip
every quarter. Also currently fighting w VA about trialling a gepant. VA Drs keep suggesting it, VA
neuro keeps denying it. 2/2 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
You don't need to see a headache specialist to get quality care! A knowledgable PCP, RN, or
neurologist can provide care very similar to what you'd get from a specialist https://t.co/GCJnKu2loV
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 other than a denial here or there which required appeal, I’ve been able to get
whatever I want. Mostly prior auths need to be filled out adequately, but my insurance is really good
and makes most things very accessible. Now migraine treatment that works? 😅 #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A3 (cont): When I was laid off a few years ago (lost my health insurance same time), I no longer had
access to same drs & treatments b/c they were too expensive out of pocket & w health insurance I
was able to afford, everyone I originally saw was out of network. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A3. Yes at least initially. Both Emgality and Qulipta required a prior authorization from my doctor
before I was able to access the med. My local pharmacy had to order Emgality. Qulipta required
finding a speciality pharmacy to fill #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A3 cont. I could make that decision, at least for a while, to trial a co-therapy. But I couldn't do that
indefinitely, and the added calculation gave the entire process of trialing an extra layer of stress and
complication. #MigraineChat 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@JosephCoe The step therapy is especially frustrating. My daughter went 4 years trying everything
as per the routine and when she finally was able to get Emgality, things improved greatly. Honestly I
think step therapy is unethical if not illegal at the root #MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A3 yes. Insurance coverage has been and continues to be a problem, with cost without coverage
making some treatments impossible, it has sometimes meant waiting years to access things that
might be effective or being pressed into trying less useful treatments #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @MigraineAgain: You don't need to see a headache specialist to get quality care! A knowledgable
PCP, RN, or neurologist can provide care very similar to what you'd get from a specialist
https://t.co/GCJnKu2loV #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A2. I saw 1st headache specialist in February this year. Money was the major
hindrance to continuing, and the fact he was very cold #migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A3: The latest preventative I’m trying (Qulipta, a migraine-specific med) wouldn’t have
been covered under my Plan D. Went through a cost-savings program (MyAbbvieAssist) & qualified.
Instead of $750/bottle, it’s $0 through the end of 2022. #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton A3 a few yrs ago in uk I was having nerve blocker injections but new head of
Neurology arrived & personally “didn’t believe” they worked so stopped everyone’s! Belief is no good it
doesn’t stop pain 👍 #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@MaeExhausted Time is such a huge barrier. Before I was on disability I struggled to manage it all
but now that I’m rather commitment free doctors appointments definitely take priority. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A3: many meds are out of my reach because of insurance step therapy & their out of
pocket cost. I had to do rounds of appeals to get botox, which thankfully my HAS helped me do. But
my insurance won't cover the gepants unless I fail botox. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @OneSickVet: @beth_morton #MigraineChat A2. I never knew there *were* headache specialists
until I learned about them on Twitter in the last three years. Saw many neurologists - no one ever
mentioned that headache specialists were a thing. 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
RT @MigraineAgain: You don't need to see a headache specialist to get quality care! A knowledgable
PCP, RN, or neurologist can provide care very similar to what you'd get from a specialist
https://t.co/GCJnKu2loV #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A3 cont. Also, I had to fail 20+ meds before I was offered Botox. Was
told that's the protocol. 3/2 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Do you think this is a case of doc egos, not like being told what to do by
other docs? I hate this particular game. I have to deal with it occasionally. Especially when a big
hospital tells a smaller hospital what to do. Oof. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton Q3 No. #MigraineChat 
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Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@MaeExhausted It is an absurd policy. Check out https://t.co/tCMfo2br7N @GHLForg does a ton of
work helping raise awareness and take action. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: @MaeExhausted It is an absurd policy. Check out https://t.co/tCMfo2br7N
@GHLForg does a ton of work helping raise awareness and take action. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @MaeExhausted: @JosephCoe The step therapy is especially frustrating. My daughter went 4
years trying everything as per the routine and when she finally was able to get Emgality, things
improved greatly. Honestly I think step therapy is unethical if not illegal at the root #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips that might help you
acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@MaryMc_Cat @beth_morton 💜💜💜 #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: @MaeExhausted It is an absurd policy. Check out https://t.co/tCMfo2br7N
@GHLForg does a ton of work helping raise awareness and take action. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. If you have used #telehealth for #migraine treatment, what - if any - barrier(s) to access did you
encounter (e.g., wifi/computer/smartphone access, insurance not covering, etc)? Have those access
issues changed since the pandemic? #MigraineChat https://t.co/y1n3nK53PZ 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton I was fortunate b/c prior to the ER visits for acute vertigo, I had just lived w/the
headaches. Once was referred to specialists b/c of the vertigo & associated ear & headache history - I
was diagnosed w/multiple #Migraine variants, #Menieres #VestibularMigraine #MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. If you have used #telehealth for #migraine treatment, what - if any - barrier(s)
to access did you encounter (e.g., wifi/computer/smartphone access, insurance not covering, etc)?
Have those access issues changed since the pandemic? #MigraineChat https://t.co/y1n3nK53PZ 

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A4: Related-unrelated ... never used Telehealth for migraine HOWEVER we used Telehealth for near
everything in 2020. It's all gone. Providers won't or can't use it anymore because of, you guessed it,
losing money b/c they can't collect from you in person. #MigraineChat 1/ 
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Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @authorjpsummers: #MigraineChat #mham #mham2022 #podcast @GHLForg 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A3. 1st time in 7years I’m uninsured, couldn’t afford VNG. I will need this testing to go
deeper in vestibular diagnosis. Currently, all doctors have agreed on VM, by elimination and other
diagnostics. #migrainechat 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@migrainesallday @GHLForg Q3 I am fortunate to have good insurance, but even so I have been
denied meds because they say others work so they are not needed. Also navigating other issues. Part
of the reason I advocate is to help and encourage others. #migrainechat #mham 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was pretty accessible.
However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My state also needs
to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton A1. Was pretty sure it was migraine when I was disabled by a weekend migraine the
first time. Saw my family doctor the next day and he confirmed migraine when I said "headache" and
"nausea". No misdiagnosis or delays. #MigraineChat #MHAM 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @authorjpsummers: #MigraineChat #mham #mham2022 #podcast @GHLForg 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A4. I only started seeking migraine treatment during the pandemic so I’ve only ever used telehealth.
There was one instance of audio/video glitching and we had to switch to a phone call #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
It honestly was harder to get an appointment in-person than telehealth #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. I lost access to my neurologist at the start of 2021 because telehealth rules
prohibited him from treating across state lines. This upended my care completely. Thankfully I found a
headache specialist to replace him but the stress was horrible. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place in chronic disease
management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home alone for
appointments. #migrainechat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A2: I have not, but that was always the next plan of action my #neurologist and I agreed on if my
attacks were transition back to #chronicmigraine status. #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham
@GHLForg 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @DarcyBonjour: @migrainesallday @GHLForg Q3 I am fortunate to have good insurance, but
even so I have been denied meds because they say others work so they are not needed. Also
navigating other issues. Part of the reason I advocate is to help and encourage others. #migrainechat
#mham 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton A4. Telehealth saves me so many spoons not having to drive an hour to & from HA
specialist! #MigraineChat 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton Being referred to specialists was key for me. I was very fortunate for quick diagnosis at
a speciality clinic. I was also able to begin vestibular rehab & we eventually found a treatment protocol
that seems to keep me pretty well managed (most of the time) #MigraineChat 
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don't ask 🌞 @glorious_floria 
@beth_morton A1: it runs in my family, however as a child doctors wrote it off as anxiety, neck
problems, sinus headaches. As an adult before I got my diagnosis I had to get my wisdom teeth
removed to "prove" to my PCP that it wasn't that. #migrainechat #mham 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: A2: A2: I have not, but that was always the next plan of action my
#neurologist and I agreed on if my attacks were transition back to #chronicmigraine status.
#MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

A Dad lol (supportive) @YourDadvice 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A4: in 2020, I had telehealth with my HAS. That stopped in 2021. I wish I could still do
telehealth for any appt that isn't botox. Most appts are just talking & maybe she'll send Rx to my
pharmacy. There's no need to be in person & it would help me immensely. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A4: In 2020, Telehealth for migraine for follow ups was a life changer for me when I was seeing my old
neurologist but then things changed and they stopped offering it b/c they said insurance wasn't going
to cover it anymore. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @DarcyBonjour: @migrainesallday @GHLForg Q3 I am fortunate to have good insurance, but
even so I have been denied meds because they say others work so they are not needed. Also
navigating other issues. Part of the reason I advocate is to help and encourage others. #migrainechat
#mham 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @thedailymigrain: @beth_morton A4. Telehealth saves me so many spoons not having to drive an
hour to & from HA specialist! #MigraineChat 

don't ask 🌞 @glorious_floria 
@beth_morton A2: after a year on a wait-list I saw a headache doctor once before he left the practice
and moved out of network. he was the first Dr to ever believe my exercise induced migraines and did
not lecture me about my weight bc of it #migrainechat #mhm 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. I lost access to my neurologist at the start of 2021
because telehealth rules prohibited him from treating across state lines. This upended my care
completely. Thankfully I found a headache specialist to replace him but the stress was horrible.
#MigraineChat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @kelseysmigraine: It honestly was harder to get an appointment in-person than telehealth
#MigraineChat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @authorjpsummers: A2: A2: I have not, but that was always the next plan of action my
#neurologist and I agreed on if my attacks were transition back to #chronicmigraine status.
#MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton Forgot to add #MigraineChat #MHAM 
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Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A3) Ins barriers to some triptans & every single CGRP med at some point. Botox also
unavailable via ins coverage for yrs even after consistent positive results. Then there was the time
that my neuro wanted to try Sansert, which was dc’d due to horrific side effects. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4. I've only had one telehealth appointment with my neurologist and while it was fairly
easy to access, the appointment set-up on his end was unsettling and made me not want another.
#MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
A3. I had an incredibly tough time getting treatments covered by Medicare. After several rounds of
prior auths, they finally agreed to cover 50% of a drug with a $1000 list price. I have commercial
insurance now and it's a walk in the park, relatively #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4. Have been able to do a few Telehealth phone calls with neuro. Had
to be persistent to schedule the pending one: "I'm not sure we do that anymore, since COVID is over."
😡😡😡 No, it's not. VA system doesn't always work. And my local connection is spotty. 1/ 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. Have you ever considered a clinical trial for #migraine or another #headache condition (e.g.,
looked at requirements, tried to enroll, been recruited, etc)? If you were unable to participate, what
barriers prevented you? #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/i4fS3pXOJ3 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton A4 It’s a great option for me because of distance but I am deaf and it can be hard for
me to understand everything. I do have transcription and a husband but they aren’t always reliable!
#migrainechat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A4 cont. (He didn't have headphones, there was another person in the room who was
not introduced to me who could clearly hear me. When I ended up crying during the appointment it got
real weird for me.) #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton A4 it was brought in here in uk when lockdowns happened & I preferred it & had
regular calls but I need to be seen now every 6 months but for me calls worked as the travel
sometimes was just unbearable #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
@glorious_floria @beth_morton Doctors need to believe patients. Everyone deserves access to
physicians that believe and support them. #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@MigraineAgain Only 50%?! That's nuts! #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton Q2. No, was referred to a neurologist. Recently I've had botox by a different specialist.
No barriers or delays. There is a headache clinic at the university but I haven't asked to attend. It's
easier to go to my own doctor a short distance from my home. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A4 cont. I struggle to call this an access issue, but maybe I only struggle because of the various BS
the medical system has indoctrinated me with? idk #MigraineChat 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A4 cont. Before COVID, Telehealth wasn't really an option from the VA.
Despite the long distances many veterans have to travel to VA facilities. Would hate to lose this
option. 2/2 

Debbie Schildkraut @debbiejsr 
Hey, @mirandayaver, today’s #migrainechat might interest you. 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @migrainesallday: A2: A2: I’ve seen 2 headache specialists. Both required me to travel out of
state & both required waitlists. One waitlist was over a year long. I feel very privileged to see a
headache specialist b/c not everyone has access to get to or have coverage to see one.
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A5: I’ve been able to participate in one so far. I would love to participate in more but many of them are
not close (which costs $$ to travel) or some of them happen during work hours I would have had to
have taken a vacation day to participate in a clinical trial. #MigraineChat 
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Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-
related test/procedure? What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were
eventually able to access this, what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton No. #MigraineChat #MHAM 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. If you have used #telehealth for #migraine treatment, what - if any - barrier(s)
to access did you encounter (e.g., wifi/computer/smartphone access, insurance not covering, etc)?
Have those access issues changed since the pandemic? #MigraineChat https://t.co/y1n3nK53PZ 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Have you ever considered a clinical trial for #migraine or another #headache
condition (e.g., looked at requirements, tried to enroll, been recruited, etc)? If you were unable to
participate, what barriers prevented you? #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/i4fS3pXOJ3 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A4: I have used it. So far no issues. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @migrainesallday: A4: A4: In 2020, Telehealth for migraine for follow ups was a life changer for
me when I was seeing my old neurologist but then things changed and they stopped offering it b/c
they said insurance wasn't going to cover it anymore. #MigraineChat 

 BadRedhead Media, Author Social Media/Branding @BadRedheadMedia 
RT @beth_morton: A3. If you are uninsured or underinsured, I wrote a blog post with a bunch of tips
that might help you acess treatments and healthcare: https://t.co/uEbNmsCnHX #MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A5 I considered a clinical trial for one of the devices, but I found the device unbearable
so I declined. Med trials are not welcoming of folks with comorbid conditions which if anything you’d
think they’d want more research on how conditions interact but nope #MigraineChat 

Conner Mertens @ConnerM_GHLF 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
Same! 

Leila @LeilaMt2 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Conner Mertens @ConnerM_GHLF 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A4 increasingly insurance argues over telehealth coverage, since the pandemic there’s the issue of
whether portals are screen reader accessible. Some are, some are not, some are only accessible on
laptop or mobile, often I don’t have answers before appointments. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

Conner Mertens @ConnerM_GHLF 
RT @JosephCoe: A1: A1: Fortunately my primary care physician saw me as I was having an attack. I
think traveling to his office and not being able to stay in the waiting room (lights, vomiting) helped
expedite the process. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A4) I’ve only been able to use telehealth since Covid forced insurance companies to
relax rules, but it’s my understanding that Medicare (my primary insurer) is beginning to test the
reintroduction of limitations to that access. Hope not. #MigraineChat 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @MigraineAgain: A3. I had an incredibly tough time getting treatments covered by Medicare. After
several rounds of prior auths, they finally agreed to cover 50% of a drug with a $1000 list price. I have
commercial insurance now and it's a walk in the park, relatively #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A5: I've often looked at trials. But I'm not eligible for many, either because my migraine
is daily, or I'm already on the wrong meds for the study, or because my other chronic illnesses exclude
me. I'd love to find one I could be a good fit for though. #MigraineChat 

MexiCarli @MexiCarli 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A5. Was dx'd then left to wander in the wilderness for decades. Didn't
know about clinical trials. Not currently near any research facilities, but would be willing to participate
since all my migraine categories are rare. 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@beth_morton A4: Telehealth has been hugely helpful for me physically in terms of being able to be
comfortable at home & luckily I’ve had no issues with insurance. So far, all the docs I see regularly are
still doing it but I do wonder if/when it’ll all just go away. #MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton A5 I don’t think I could take part now but never seen anything advertised in all my
appts or online & I go to a large teaching hospital  I honestly think UK is sadly miles behind US in
treatments #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton I don't know what telehealth is. Maybe it's just in the U.S. I live in a major city in
Canada. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I have but I’m typically screened out d/t daily #migraine attacks, other conditions or medications. I
wrote abt why this happens for the newest @mychronicbrain & talked w/a researcher abt ways to incl
more of us “complex” migraine patients. https://t.co/a7hLsaaHAE #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @MaeNena73: @beth_morton A5: @beth_morton A5: I've often looked at trials. But I'm not
eligible for many, either because my migraine is daily, or I'm already on the wrong meds for the study,
or because my other chronic illnesses exclude me. I'd love to find one I could be a good fit for though.
#MigraineChat 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@catballouboo @beth_morton Oh I hope they don’t I’d be so upset #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton A4. This is such a great question. It’s been a much needed option not only for
pandemic issues but for people with all chronic illness. Travel can be exhausting and take days &
weeks to recover from. #migrainechat 

cannon tekstar   @cannontekstar 
@beth_morton A5. I would love to participate but am disqualified due to having hemiplegic migraine.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A3: I was using Emgality. First year my insurance covered it, but not without my doctor
justifying several times to insurance I needed it. Second year, insurance didn’t want to cover. Too
expensive out of pocket. #Migrainechat 

Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton #migrainechat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton A4. I don't know what #telehealth is. Maybe it's just in the U.S. I live in a major city in
Canada. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@MigraineAgain @beth_morton #MigraineChat Thank you! VA's a bit different than dealing with
standard US insurance, but they seem to be a stickler for protocols. However, there are discrepancies
b/t facilities. No, the 8 hr round trip doesn't help at all. Very brutal. 
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D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A5 I have considered and applied for some clinical trials but have often been excluded due to having
other disabilities. And increasingly due to the severity of my migraine presentation. #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton A5. I've looked into it, but quickly discovered my HA disease is too messy to study - I
have nonstop symptoms/intractable migraine on top of chronic migraine attacks:
https://t.co/lrQJfPzFWW #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
A4. I love telehealth! I have encountered technical issues and have had to switch to a phone call but I
didn't mind it. Telehealth appointments only take 30 minutes out of my day, while traveling to and from
my doctor's office is a 6 hour day #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A5. There’s been multiple clinical trials I’ve been to join but I never qualify since I get daily migraine
attacks #MigraineChat 

Keysfins #Masked By Choice @Keysfins 
@beth_morton A5: Having found a reasonable management plan, I have NOT pursued trials. I’m also
a “polka dotted zebra”, so I have always assumed I would be filtered out if I did try to enroll.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A3: My doctor was able to get my Nurtec prescription through a specialty pharmacy
which makes it more affordable than going through insurance. #Migrainechat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: I have but I’m typically screened out d/t daily #migraine attacks, other conditions
or medications. I wrote abt why this happens for the newest @mychronicbrain & talked w/a researcher
abt ways to incl more of us “complex” migraine patients. https://t.co/a7hLsaaHAE #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @cannontekstar: @beth_morton A5. I would love to participate but am disqualified due to having
hemiplegic migraine. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @thedailymigrain: @beth_morton A5. I've looked into it, but quickly discovered my HA disease is
too messy to study - I have nonstop symptoms/intractable migraine on top of chronic migraine attacks:
https://t.co/lrQJfPzFWW #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: I have but I’m typically screened out d/t daily #migraine attacks, other conditions
or medications. I wrote abt why this happens for the newest @mychronicbrain & talked w/a researcher
abt ways to incl more of us “complex” migraine patients. https://t.co/a7hLsaaHAE #MigraineChat 

Kindy @cupcakeskindy 
@beth_morton I’d love to do one! Nothing local to me though #migrainechat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton People who qualify for Medicare and Medicaid are pretty
inarguably the populations who most need and benefit from telehealth services. It would be a cruel
change to make. #MigraineChat 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@HemingwayMuse @catballouboo @beth_morton Medicare is my insurer and ugh that would
definitely be a blow to me as well. Very much is best for me to not go in-person unless I need to,
especially with the pandemic still ongoing & living in a high-risk household. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton @mychronicbrain It's so disheartening that we're screened out because our migraine
attacks are too frequent. It tells me they're not looking into research or meds for us, despite us having
the highest disease burden. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@MaeNena73 @beth_morton That’s really too bad. Because like you said if you are not getting
treatment or an exam, it could all be done via telehealth. So much easier for you. #migrainechat 

Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton A4. #MigraineChat hasn't been a problem, and a real convenience. Patient oral
messaging also helpful! 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse If you haven't read my article in @mychronicbrain, I explain why. It's not so much
that they don't want this information, but need to find safe, sound ways to include us. I agree it is
needed and hope researchers will get more creative. #MigraineChat

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
@MaryMc_Cat @beth_morton There’s telehealth in Canada. Just not used a lot.
https://t.co/jjkA2DWfLS #MigraineChat 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@OneSickVet @beth_morton Glad you are persistent. I hope you don’t lose the option! #migrainechat 

✍ Rachel Thompson, Writing Books That Matter @RachelintheOC 
Many trauma survivors who have #PTSD end up with some kind of chronic pain condition. Took me
decades (and I worked in Big Pharma!) to diagnose and treat the migraines I have. Botox, Emgality,
and other meds help but I still have 3-4/week. :( #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If you’re comfortable
sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations granted? Tell us about
barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton @mychronicbrain Screams in a jumbled up version of “but not studying means I find
out theses meds aren’t safe with no support” AHHHH #MigraineChat 

HERDI SUPRIADI @supriadi_herdi 
RT @RachelintheOC: Many trauma survivors who have #PTSD end up with some kind of chronic pain
condition. Took me decades (and I worked in Big Pharma!) to diagnose and treat the migraines I have.
Botox, Emgality, and other meds help but I still have 3-4/week. :( #migrainechat 

Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton A5. #MigraineChat very few trials in Canada. Pretty sure my h/a specialist would be in
the loop. 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton I applied for a VM study, which would include meds. Uninsured I thought this would be
great. I was accepted, but out of nowhere received a call which said physician in charge dropped me
because of “something”. #migrainechat. 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @beth_morton: I have but I’m typically screened out d/t daily #migraine attacks, other conditions
or medications. I wrote abt why this happens for the newest @mychronicbrain & talked w/a researcher
abt ways to incl more of us “complex” migraine patients. https://t.co/a7hLsaaHAE #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@MaryMc_Cat Telehealth = Virtual doctor's visits - when you have your appointment by video or
phone, for example. #MigraineChat 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A1: I started having migraines since my teens. My mom took me to my pediatrician
who referred me to a neurologist. Don’t remember much from then, but was prescribed Fioricet. Then
I was told it was a migraine-like headache #Migrainechat #MHAM 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 my most successful acc. were at school, I was allowed to to class from home have
alt assignments and reschedule exams if needed. At one job I successfully acquired some paid time
off that allowed me to miss work and not lose money. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@MaeExhausted @beth_morton #MIgraineChat The attending at my VA hospital is rubbish. Whatever
the interns suggest, she overrides. I try to avoid her as much as possible. After I deal w other health
conditions' upcoming appointments, I want to find a civilian neuro/HAS. 

Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A1: cont. Then in my 30s I had a complex migraine which I ended admitted to hospital.
There I was told I suffer from migraines #Migrainechat #MHAM 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never had a challenge getting
accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat

Mae Be Exhausted With This Heat @MaeExhausted 
A7: Again related-not-related (LOL) I have asked family members to stop wearing cologne/fragrant
body soaps around us mostly with success. Also at family gatherings, having somewhere to go lie
down when things "stir up" sensory-wise has been mostly agreed upon. #MigraineChat 1/ 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@migrainemeander @beth_morton Thank you! #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A5. Accepted into VM study, which included meds. Uninsured, I thought great.
Physician in my area dropped me from study. I to this day believe it was because I was uninsured,
and not a lucrative future patient #migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 
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Janet Money @believethewomen 
@beth_morton A6.#MigraineChat removing fluorescent light tubes, no problem. Requests to enforce
fragrance-free policy have been either declined or minimally met (send everyone an email) over
decades in various workplaces. Mgrs unwilling to send perfumed workers home/dock pay. 

Migraine World Summit @MigraineSummit 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-
related test/procedure? What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were
eventually able to access this, what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 cont at school I had a much harder time at a large university because it is a very
impersonal experience. When I transferred to a small private uni the disability office was much better.
#MigraineChat 

Mel Browning 😷  @melanpops 
@beth_morton If I was in that position I would prefer much lower lighting even lights in hospital are
way too bright so college/office would be a nightmare for me I never use overhead lights only lamps
so that’s my suggestion #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton A6. Would not have graduated from grad school w/o asking for flexible deadlines and
exceptions to attendance policies. Here's a great resource: https://t.co/NH5pd8hqWp And our recent
webinar on migraine at work: https://t.co/p75Taor8oV #MigraineChat #MHAM2022 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: when I worked in an office, I asked for dimmer lights & a turned door to cut down
on noise. It was begrudgingly granted but I took crap for it. I've been WFH since and that's the best
accommodation I've ever had. #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A6: At an old job I asked for the flexibility to WFH during days I had bad migraine attacks. Was denied
& told “Well if they gave this accommodation to me they’d have to give it to everyone”. So I drove
myself to work during multiple debilitating migraine attacks #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@catballouboo I've felt like Medicare was one of the few insurers still being pretty good about
telehealth, so I hope not, too. My issue has been states or hospital systems changing their rules even
when Medicare still allows the virtual visit. Such a mess to figure out. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
Another vampire  checking in #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to know via @GHLForg:
https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
A6 cont: I did request for the fluorescent lights to be removed from office & get a soft light lamp
instead, which helped some. In a recent Talking Head Pain episode @MigraineEllie actually speaks
on accommodations during school and work. https://t.co/pS5Tn5OZYD #MigraineChat 

Susan Jara @sjara0916 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6. Yes; school & work. Been successful controlling the lighting.
Haven't asked for or gotten any other accommodations. 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
A6. At work, I’ve requested a flexible break schedule, natural lighting, blue light screen filter,
ergonomic workspace, and fragrance free workspace. I haven’t been back in the office yet, but was
told they would accommodate the requests #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A3: Where do I begin? I had to appeal pretty much every treatment, test/procedure related to
#migraine because my insurance coverage did not agree w/my neurologist suggestions. So frustrating
and unnecessary! #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

Susan Jara @sjara0916 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton A6) I never formally identified as “disabled” during any phase of education, but I
sometimes had to ask to not attend certain classes because of how they presented info (projected
power points in an otherwise black room killed me), and profs were overall agreeable. #MigraineChat 
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Susan Jara @sjara0916 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A2. My neurologist is one of the only headache specialists in my area/ hospital
network. It was a 6 month wait. He's also at the main campus so he's not at the same hospital as alllll
my other doctors (also, further away so expensive lyft) #migrainechat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
A6. Need accommodations but not sure where to start? Try here: https://t.co/Gdw4Vi2aZC Most
accommodations cost your employer nothing! If you're having a tough time with migraine at work,
pleass consider having a discussion with your manager #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Susan Jara @sjara0916 
RT @authorjpsummers: A3: A3: Where do I begin? I had to appeal pretty much every treatment,
test/procedure related to #migraine because my insurance coverage did not agree w/my neurologist
suggestions. So frustrating and unnecessary! #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @authorjpsummers: A3: A3: Where do I begin? I had to appeal pretty much every treatment,
test/procedure related to #migraine because my insurance coverage did not agree w/my neurologist
suggestions. So frustrating and unnecessary! #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A6. At work, I’ve requested a flexible break schedule, natural lighting, blue light
screen filter, ergonomic workspace, and fragrance free workspace. I haven’t been back in the office
yet, but was told they would accommodate the requests #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
@beth_morton A6. for on-site accommodations I less asked and more just did and notified my boss?
But I'm in an environment that lets me do that. I did negotiate some flex-work stuff around WFH and
logging off to give meds time to work, etc. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT. That was fast! Any last questions or concerns? Access issues are vast, so if we didn’t cover one
you want to mention or share, please feel free to do so. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
This is a great episode! 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@migrainesallday Ugh I’m sorry, thankfully you’re in a better place now. I want to request the flexibility
to work from home when I go back to work, but I don’t see them approving it #MigraineChat 

Migraine Again @MigraineAgain 
RT @migrainesallday: A6: A6: At an old job I asked for the flexibility to WFH during days I had bad
migraine attacks. Was denied & told “Well if they gave this accommodation to me they’d have to give it
to everyone”. So I drove myself to work during multiple debilitating migraine attacks #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
Great resources found for #migraine patients on @GHLForg #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham 

harbinger of death 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Access question literally, have any of you had luck with insurance in switching from the
10 pack ubrelvy to the 16 pack? Is your insurance covering this? I don’t qualify for assistance
programs. #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A6 cont. But all of that has been semi-formal with my boss -- I've not made any official requests
through HR. When they were threatening to remove our lights witches and replace with motion
detectors I thought I would have to, but my boss took are of that one. #MigraineChat 

Raven Mae @MaeNena73 
@beth_morton A6: at uni, I had many profs who allowed me repeated absences without affecting my
grade. And my archaeo research dept let me work quietly in the bone lab with lamps instead of
overhead lights. But I couldn't go on digs and that held me back. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @thedailymigrain: @beth_morton A6. Would not have graduated from grad school w/o asking for
flexible deadlines and exceptions to attendance policies. Here's a great resource:
https://t.co/NH5pd8hqWp And our recent webinar on migraine at work: https://t.co/p75Taor8oV
#MigraineChat #MHAM2022 
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ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A6. At work, I’ve requested a flexible break schedule, natural lighting, blue light
screen filter, ergonomic workspace, and fragrance free workspace. I haven’t been back in the office
yet, but was told they would accommodate the requests #MigraineChat 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

Britt DK Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @thedailymigrain: @beth_morton A6. Would not have graduated from grad school w/o asking for
flexible deadlines and exceptions to attendance policies. Here's a great resource:
https://t.co/NH5pd8hqWp And our recent webinar on migraine at work: https://t.co/p75Taor8oV
#MigraineChat #MHAM2022 

Britt DK Gratreak  @BrittGratreak 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@beth_morton #MIgraineChat Thanks, as always, @beth_morton ! 

D is definitely tired, maybe baking (she/her) @grrlintersect 
A6 The arguments that often followed requesting accommodations for other disabilities at school are
probably part of the reason I’ve worked independently, consequently I have not had to request
migraine accommodations at work, the thought is fairly stressful. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah (@migrainesallday) and Joe
(@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat. Follow them for more great
#migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@migrainesallday Medical gaslighting (and probably racism) as its finest. Thankful for the pharmacist
though #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use the #MigraineChat hashtag all month if you have questions for the community or just
need support. Find more details in my pinned tweet thread. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Also, consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat group. We’re a really great bunch. Pinky swear.
When you join, read & accept the rules message (w a 👍) and all other channels will become
accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
A6. My on-site accommodations include: floor lamps & ability to turn off my overhead lights; a mat and
pillow under my desk, ability to wear sunglasses and earplugs to meetings, and ability to negotiate
help with physical tasks if needed #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

DisabledInSTEM @DisabledStem 
RT @beth_morton: Also, consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat group. We’re a really great
bunch. Pinky swear. When you join, read & accept the rules message (w a 👍) and all other channels
will become accessible. https://t.co/M4zLMAKW8Q 

Oh So Aud(rey) Free Abortion On Demand No Apology @pinky_or_brain 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

IntheGarden @Rosainsitu 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-
related test/procedure? What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were
eventually able to access this, what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I'm going to do a quick catch up on my notifications, then take a break and be back to check in later.
Anyone joining late or later, take your time answering. Remeber to use the #MigraineChat hashtag so
we can follow your response! 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Author Gifford MacShane @AuthorGMacShane 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A1: I was 12 & at school. My eye started to hurt. It got so bad the nuns
put me in the resident's dorm (there was no school nurse). My friend came w/ me to wait for my
mother, & I asked her to go to the kitchen & get a knife so I could cut my eye out. When M... 1/2 

Christine @catballouboo 
@beth_morton They’re starting to crack down on behavioral health, as was made clear by my
therapist…then also vaguely raised as a possibility by another provider. And, speaking as a fmr
hospital dc planner, can confirm that insurers are almost all historically anti-telehealth. #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton Reading responses maybe I’ll let it slide. He may have dropped me because I have
active Ankylosing Spondylitis, which has caused my cervical spine to become unstable, and possibly
a reason for migraine. #migrainechat

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
@beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick! Thanks @beth_morton for
another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/ others in your life what living
with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head Pain podcast -
https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Sarah Lerner @SarahLerner 
@migrainesallday Ugh I’m so sorry you had to deal with that. As if a) granting an accommodation to
an employee who needs it is a bad thing?? and b) maybe other employees may need to WFH in
similar situations (or may just want to more broadly!). Employers can be such weirdos. #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton That should be Q6. #MigraineChat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A4. I have only had teleappt- it was after a hurricane. The hospital was still having
staffing issues because people hadn't returned so they offered virtual appts-I took advantage of not
having to trek out to BFE to have a convo with my doctor & get my rx refilled. #migrainechat 

Kati Koster @KatiKoster 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
@SMauro1622 I’ve totally worn my Avulux glasses during a meeting. Hopefully no one saw issue with
that since I didn’t request to do that #MigraineChat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A4. I go into the clinic for my hearing tests related to #Menieres & any other vestibular
testing that my neurotologist has requested, but since Covid, my actual visit w/my treating specialist
has been a video visit…which has been fine for me. #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@adelee23 @beth_morton Thank you. Overall I’m positive that I’ll receive help. New primary doctor
actively consulting other doctors about VM, AS, etc.. I pay him directly and don’t have to worry about
extra charges. Direct Primary Care. #migrainechat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
#MigraineChat has been so immensely helpful to me this past year. I highly recommend reaching out
if you have any questions 
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GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Author Gifford MacShane @AuthorGMacShane 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat 2/2 ... got there, I was rolling & moaning w/ pain, couldn't speak. But
she knew what it was, as she had been plagued all her life, as had her mother. She took me to ER;
the ER Dr agreed with her diagnosis & gave me a shot that knocked me out for 2 days. 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @authorjpsummers: Great resources found for #migraine patients on @GHLForg #MigraineChat
#mham2022 #mham 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@Keysfins Many of my docs who are associated with larger hospital systems have patient portals. It
helps, but in some cases, nurses reply to questions which means I never speak to my doc between
appts (even if it's really out of their depth). #MigraineChat 

Sari Mauro @SMauro1622 
Oh! And in this day and age of pandemic, I also negotiated regular outdoor mask breaks to drink
water and eat a snack and such (I refuse to remove my mask indoors as I work in a highly trafficked
public building) #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @MigraineAgain: A6. Need accommodations but not sure where to start? Try here: A6. Need
accommodations but not sure where to start? Try here: https://t.co/Gdw4Vi2aZC Most
accommodations cost your employer nothing! If you're having a tough time with migraine at work,
pleass consider having a discussion with your manager #MigraineChat 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe @GHLForg Thank you, Beth #MigraineChat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@JosephCoe Primary doctors and an ongoing relationship is crucial to our care. Applaud your doctor.
#migrainechat 

Pandemic Barbie @adelee23 
@beth_morton A5. I haven't considered it yet but if chronic is a barrier then I'd probably be DQ'd. Off
meds I'm up there in the daily category. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@ThkBleu Oh no! I hope it is a mild case and you recover quickly (and that it doesn't exacerbate the
migraine too much). #MigraineChat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A4: Yes. I even have an #telehealth appt this week. Since moving to Texas 2yrs ago, I did not want to
change my neurologists. Especially since they helped to improve my quality of life. No issues to date.
#MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @kelseysmigraine: A1. After years of gaslighting, thinking I was just sensitive to pain I finally got
diagnosed a year ago. My roommate was the one who pointed out that it’s not normal to not function
with a headache. It took me 8 years to get diagnosed. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@beth_morton A6. I only asked to leave lights off in my office. I wore sunglasses, as I suffered from
light sensitivity because of Uveitis and VM. They were accommodating. I resigned a few months later.
#migrainechat 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A5: I have for myself and son who also lives with #migrainedisease. Neither one of us were able to
meet the qualifications during those trials. I would still consider participating if I qualify. #MigraineChat
#mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 
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Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: I have but I’m typically screened out d/t daily #migraine attacks, other conditions
or medications. I wrote abt why this happens for the newest @mychronicbrain & talked w/a researcher
abt ways to incl more of us “complex” migraine patients. https://t.co/a7hLsaaHAE #MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @authorjpsummers: A5: A5: I have for myself and son who also lives with #migrainedisease.
Neither one of us were able to meet the qualifications during those trials. I would still consider
participating if I qualify. #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

Darcy Bonjour @DarcyBonjour 
@beth_morton Thank you! Great hour with those that get it. #Migrainechat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: @SaltyLilBrat @GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday Check out the audio
guides on the bottom of our podcast: @SaltyLilBrat @GHLForg @beth_morton @migrainesallday
Check out the audio guides on the bottom of our podcast: https://t.co/bCzBRaVR7t (it might help with
bringing stuff up with providers). #MigraineChat 

Author Gifford MacShane @AuthorGMacShane 
#MigraineChat A3: My ins co just told me that the triptan I've been taking for 25 years will no longer be
covered. Strange how a generic that works in 20 minutes is disallowed now that there are new non-
generic products being advertised that work in 2 hours... 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
A6: Yes. My parents had a 504 Plan in place while I attended middle/high school. I asked for
accommodations with my previous employers:extended breaks, leave early, a dark/quiet space to rest
during #migraine attack. #MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@JosephCoe @beth_morton OK, I'll read it, thanks. At beginning of COVID before vaccinations my
doctor closed the office and did most appointments by phone. If a visit was necessary it was one
person in the waiting room at a time. #MigraineChat 

kelsey (they/them) @kelseysmigraine 
I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more on what migraine
patients want you to know about migraine 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
@beth_morton Thanks for the great conversation today. #Migrainechat #MHAM2022 

staff of one @hand_to_eye 
A1 I am new to the migraine world and trying to figure it out. Hear to connect and learn.
#MigraineChat 

E Hinkle @ForensicMHSA 
I had ability to wear tinted glasses and use alternate lights other than fluorescent. It was NOT EASY!!
Disability accommodations had to be requested by me to Dept. Rehab. Services to lawyers then to
bosses!! #DisabilityTwitter #chronicillness #CPP 

Pippa Jones @pippaliciousj 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton should be #MigraineChat #MHAM 

Author Gifford MacShane @AuthorGMacShane 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat When I was 1st diagnosed with FMS/ME, I tried all the "right" meds &
was allergic (+all NSAIDS +++). Dr put me on Esgic 3/day to control pain. What he didn't tell me was
that taking it would increase the # of migraines I got. Went on that way for... 1/2 

Mary McCat @MaryMc_Cat 
@beth_morton Keep forgetting #MigraineChat and #MHAM 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A2 I was initially referred to a headache specialist at a well known headache clinic but
the bureaucracy involved w/dealing w/them was too difficult as a patient struggling for help. (My
physician was A+) I left the clinic & went to a private practice neurologist. #MigraineChat 
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serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A2 The institutional bureaucracy was the problem/barrier, not the quality of the
physicians…and that’s unfortunate. Thankfully, I was thoroughly evaluated & diagnosed there, but left
and sought follow up treatment w/private neurologist for easier physician access. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
If more PCPs did basic #migraine screening for folks who come in w/“headache,” many w/migraine
would get dx sooner. E.g., do you have: - light/sound sensitivity - severe pain, worse w/activity -
nausea/vomiting - other variants: dizziness/vertigo, limb weakness #MigraineChat

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton Interestingly, it was my private practice neurologist who put me on a new (phase 3
clinical trial med) & the headache specialist was mired in forcing me thru the must fail xyz, then fail
xyz, etc. My neurologist went to bat for me w/insurance co & got approved #MigraineChat 

The Daily Migraine @thedailymigrain 
@beth_morton @migrainesallday @JosephCoe @GHLForg Thank you all for organizing & making
this #MigraineChat so impactful 💜 

serenity67 @serenity67 
@beth_morton A2 #MigraineChat I see you mentioned insurance costs. The headache clinic I was
DX’d at & left b/c of difficult bureaucracy issues, also happens to bill about 3x the price for like
services at other nearby facilities. It’s ridiculous. MRI’s, speech therapy, vestibular therapy.😳 

Seth D. Ginsberg @SethSaidSo 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A1. I was misdiagnosed with sinus infections through my teen years before a proper
diagnosis. Then when my migraines turned vestibular at 47 it took 2 years for anyone to make the
connection. #migrainechat 

BrainlessBlogger  @brainless_blog 
The latest Brainless Blogger News! https://t.co/uflD89pKwG #migrainechat #migraine 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A2. I’ve been on 3 different waiting lists to see a migraine specialist for over a year
now. I was sent to a neuro by my insurance for disability payments but he’s not actually allowed to
treat me, he was only able to tell the insurance what treatment I need. #migrainechat 

Joseph Coe (He/Him) @JosephCoe 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

PureOCme @MirandaConnon 
@beth_morton A3. Wait times here in Quebec to see a neurologist are ridiculous. I’ve been waiting
over a year now with vestibular migraine. #migrainechat 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

Alyzande Renard  @alyzande 
#MigraineChat sorry I missed the chat, but hi. Diagnosed a long time ago I'm on propanalol and
sumatriptan. I get pain that makes me vomit, sometimes aura, often not, and I crave sugars just
before an attack starts 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: If more PCPs did basic #migraine screening for folks who come in w/“headache,”
many w/migraine would get dx sooner. E.g., do you have: - light/sound sensitivity - severe pain, worse
w/activity - nausea/vomiting - other variants: dizziness/vertigo, limb weakness #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@knitting_nutmeg You might find tips @Migraine_atWork or the https://t.co/m4N25KuI29 website. I
bet accommodations in a classroom are extra tricky. If you need ideas, feel free to ask #MigraineChat.
We have some former/current teachers and professors who might have ideas, too. 

Emily Stillwell (she/her) @ecstillwell 
I try to be hopeful, but sometimes chronic migraine is grief. Full-on grief. This wknd, I had a terrible
Migraine w/Brainstem Aura, a special circle of migraine hell, & it meant I missed something special on
Sunday (planned in March!) with my best friend. #migrainechat #MHAM 
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Dr. Y. Ramos 🌺🇵🇷💜💛    @YadiraR787 
@beth_morton A6: Yes. That much I can share #migrainechat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
@MaeExhausted @beth_morton #MigraineChat Possibly. The most recent referral is from another
clinic head, so equivalent rank (rather than suggestion from her subordinates). We'll see what she
says this time. 

JP Summers @authorjpsummers 
RT @JosephCoe: @MaeExhausted It is an absurd policy. Check out https://t.co/tCMfo2br7N
@GHLForg does a ton of work helping raise awareness and take action. #MigraineChat 

CSierra🇪🇸 @Cmsp78 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat feeling better with enerumab. Great work. Keep it up 

Provide Aimovig for migraine on the NHS @PutAimovigOnNHS 
#MigraineChat Can anyone help me find some research someone tweeted about months ago that
looked at what happened after people went back on anti-CGRPs after a break? Graph looked like a
wide V. I know it's in my bookmarks... 😣somewhere ... 

Gabriela Bianchi (writes) @gbianchi00 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

Ashley Rogers @ash_rog21 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-
related test/procedure? What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were
eventually able to access this, what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
@beth_morton A2. Well any decent vestibular migraine doctor is like a 6000 month wait and there's
like 5 of them so there's that. #MigraineChat 

Alicia @thedizzycook 
Don't even get me started on VM specialists....  ♀  

Joanna (They/ Them)🌱 @jm_rives 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. How did you come to realize that you have #migraine? If you have a formal
migraine diagnosis, did you experience any misdiagnoses or delays in getting diagnosed? Please
share. #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/KfY8v5dA7m 

💎 StarGem Cosmetics 💎 @StarGemCosmetix 
RT @beth_morton: June is #migraine and #headache awareness month and the theme is “Advocating
for Access.” Since access can mean many things in #migraine care, we’re going to try to hit a few of
the biggest bottlenecks. These Qs are multipart, so this will be fast. Ready? #MHAM #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @authorjpsummers: Great resources found for #migraine patients on @GHLForg #MigraineChat
#mham2022 #mham 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @kelseysmigraine: It honestly was harder to get an appointment in-person than telehealth
#MigraineChat 
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Association of Migraine Disorders® @MigraineDisordr 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

GHLF @GHLForg 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Niki #Evansverse #PaeveyPack @ItsADarcyThing 
Tips to make a gel ice pack if I don't have any rubbing alcohol? #DIY #icepack #MigraineChat Can I
use dawn dish soap? 

Harriet Andriessen @DreamLifeBxl 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1. It was such a murky process, tbh. As far as I can tell the doctors decided I had
migraine because I had a horrifically painful headache plus light and sound sensitivity and sometimes
my trigeminal nerve would go tingly before it got worse. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A1b. And I was fine with that because some of the migraine meds made it hurt less.
So I guess that’s what migraine means, sometimes? #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A2. I tried once to see the headache specialist in my HMO network, but they’re not in
my geographical region so I was only able to stick to the more general neurologists in my area.
#MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A3. I had to “fail out” of other treatments before I could access Emgality. When that
made me worse in a eleven-day flare requiring an infusion to fix, I didn’t have issues trying Nurtec
next. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A4. My migraine onset was (more or less) during the pandemic, so I’ve actually never
met any of the neurologists I’ve seen in person. When going outside even in a hat an sunglasses was
horribly painful, telehealth was a blessing. #MigraineChat 

Sage @sagetoko 
@beth_morton A6. I have a work accommodation to be able to install Chrome extensions on my work
computer, so I can dark mode the whole internet and prevent videos from auto-playing. It took an MD
note, my boss, and the accommodations folks to convince the help desk to let me. #MigraineChat 

Migraine Shields @migraineshields 
Code: "SUMMER2022" https://t.co/m60AxBE7OJ #migraineshields #MigraineChat #Migraines
#migrainerelief https://t.co/becOJ0fibS 

NaE @IsaidNae 
Vestibular migraine attack day 7. I am done 🙈 #vestibularmigraine #vestibulaeremigraene
#MigraineChat #migraine 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Migraine attacks are exhausting, so I give myself a break, leave the washing/work & rest up, it will still
be there tomorrow. How do you make selfcare your priority? #migraine #MigraineChat
#migraineawarenessmonth #NEISvoid #Neurology #menopause #MHAM #selfcare #spoonie #tired
https://t.co/W4omTWqdGG 

Kelly Hynam @kellymhynam 
@beth_morton Q1. I was diagnosed at 17 by my GP because my mum thought they were due to my
auntie getting them. They have got a lot worse and finally after almost 10 years I finally saw a
neurologist who said I have chronic migraine with aura whether that’s correct I don’t no #MigraineChat 

SouthernMaineCPSG @SouthernMaineCP 
RT @beth_morton: Q5. Have you ever considered a clinical trial for #migraine or another #headache
condition (e.g., looked at requirements, tried to enroll, been recruited, etc)? If you were unable to
participate, what barriers prevented you? #MigraineChat #MHAM https://t.co/i4fS3pXOJ3 

Aparna Batra @Aparnaabcd 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@adelee23 @beth_morton I kept getting told BPPV from ER doctors, but learned that’s a symptom,
not a diagnosis. New doc asked about migraines with aura I’d experienced 1 year prior, that started
ball rolling to VM dx. Patient history is important. #migrainechat 

Kevin @onlylight210 
@losfluffies @beth_morton I have bad visual disturbances starting 1 day prior to full on migraine or
vestibular migraine, I can’t imagine what you must experience. I wouldn’t say “only”, you suffer just
like all of us. Best wishes #migrainechat 
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Kevin @onlylight210 
@MirandaConnon @beth_morton It’s so strange how migraines change and become vestibular
migraines #migrainechat 

NaE @IsaidNae 
@beth_morton Wish i could join #migrainechat live but it is too late here in Germany for me to be able
to join and function... after about 6 pm I mostly live like a vegetable. 😄 I always check the feed the
next day though. 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @authorjpsummers: #MigraineChat #mham #mham2022 #podcast @GHLForg 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Yes! My neuro found treatments that worked for me & b/c of insurance
practices like prior authorization and step therapy I was delayed for months. I spoke about this (and
learning insurance company cheat codes) on my colleague’s podcast: https://t.co/j1Cu9bJMkX
#MigraineChat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @MigraineAgain: If you're dealing with headaches or vertigo and suspect it might be migraine,
here are some expert tips on how to talk to your doctor to get the right diagnosis
https://t.co/Q6qvzLC8OY #MHAM2022 #MigraineChat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @migrainesallday: A1: A1: A local pharmacist who was a woman of color suggested that I was
probably experiencing migraine attacks. This was after seeing 2 different drs who said it was “just
stress and anxiety” @GHLForg has a helpful guide re: migraine diagnosis https://t.co/9vtEZTkM7m
#MigraineChat 

Zoe Rothblatt @zoerothblatt 
RT @beth_morton: Just 2 hours until #MigraineChat! In keeping with the #MHAM theme -
#AdvocateForAccess - I’ll be joined by my friends from the @GHLForg, Sarah (@migrainesallday) &
Joe (@JosephCoe), to chat about access issues our community faces. Preview Qs & tips:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop https://t.co/fG8dvtjydu 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @kelseysmigraine: I helped create one of the graphics featured for @GHLForg. Check out more
on what migraine patients want you to know about migraine 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @authorjpsummers: Great resources found for #migraine patients on @GHLForg #MigraineChat
#mham2022 #mham 
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Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @beth_morton: Thank you for joining us for today’s #MigraineChat. Big thanks to Sarah
(@migrainesallday) and Joe (@JosephCoe) from @GHLForg for co-hosting this special #MHAM chat.
Follow them for more great #migraine info! Take care of yourself this month. #MHAM 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @migrainesallday: @beth_morton @JosephCoe @GHLForg Wow that hour went by quick!
Thanks @beth_morton for another great #MigraineChat If anyone is looking for ways to share w/
others in your life what living with migraine can be like, try sharing some episodes of the Talking Head
Pain podcast - https://t.co/rCL8OAXUsp #MHAM 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @JosephCoe: A6: A6: Like a vampire, I work in the dark (or with limited artificial light). I’ve never
had a challenge getting accommodations. Thanks @GHLForg. #MigraineChat 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @beth_morton: Living rurally, #telehealth has been vital to me and during peak pandemic, was
pretty accessible. However, some hospital systems seem to have started to restrict access again. My
state also needs to work on improving broadband access more generally. #MigraineChat 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @kelseysmigraine: It honestly was harder to get an appointment in-person than telehealth
#MigraineChat 

Louis Tharp @LouisTharp 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A4. I lost access to my neurologist at the start of 2021
because telehealth rules prohibited him from treating across state lines. This upended my care
completely. Thankfully I found a headache specialist to replace him but the stress was horrible.
#MigraineChat 

Corey Greenblatt @coreygreenblatt 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Corey Greenblatt @coreygreenblatt 
RT @authorjpsummers: Great resources found for #migraine patients on @GHLForg #MigraineChat
#mham2022 #mham 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇  #MigraineChat 

Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇ 

#MigraineChat 

One Sick Vet  🇺🇦 @OneSickVet 
RT @beth_morton: Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇ 

#MigraineChat 

Kristin 💉x4 💙💜💚 @mini2z 
RT @beth_morton: Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇ 

#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @beth_morton: Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇ 

#MigraineChat 

Oh So Aud(rey) Free Abortion On Demand No Apology @pinky_or_brain 
RT @beth_morton: Boosting this new space for the BIPOC #migraine community! Register ⬇ 

#MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @JosephCoe: A4: A4: I personally love telehealth and feel it continues to have an important place
in chronic disease management. My biggest challenge is privacy. Sometimes it’s hard to be home
alone for appointments. #migrainechat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @thedailymigrain: @beth_morton A4. Telehealth saves me so many spoons not having to drive an
hour to & from HA specialist! #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @authorjpsummers: A2: A2: I have not, but that was always the next plan of action my
#neurologist and I agreed on if my attacks were transition back to #chronicmigraine status.
#MigraineChat #mham2022 #mham @GHLForg 
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Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @DarcyBonjour: @migrainesallday @GHLForg Q3 I am fortunate to have good insurance, but
even so I have been denied meds because they say others work so they are not needed. Also
navigating other issues. Part of the reason I advocate is to help and encourage others. #migrainechat
#mham 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @JosephCoe: @MaeExhausted It is an absurd policy. Check out https://t.co/tCMfo2br7N
@GHLForg does a ton of work helping raise awareness and take action. #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @authorjpsummers: A1: A1: I was hospitalized at the age of 10 for excoriating head pain, partial
loss of vision & uncontrollable vomiting. With a family history of #Migraine & my symptoms, I received
a diagnosis from a neurologist a few days into my stay. #MigraineChat @GHLForg #mham2022
#mham 

Laura Stradford @laurastradford 
RT @migrainesallday: A3: A3: Myself, along w/ other migraine patients have been denied coverage
for treatments due to insurance barriers like step therapy. I work closely w/ my dr. office who helps
fight against denials. @GHLForg 's 50 State Network helps fight back https://t.co/Gu1cBEsog6
#MigraineChat 

ChronicMigraine Girl 🌈✨🌈 she/her @migrainesallday 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Mean Cripple♿⚧  @cannabisbutch 
RT @JosephCoe: A3: A3: Imagine being in the exam room with me and my neurologist and then
getting told by your insurance company that you're not eligible for the treatment that you both decided
would work for you. That's what happened to me. #MigraineChat 

Myheadhurts @Myheadhurts93 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: Migraine attacks are exhausting, so I give myself a break, leave the
washing/work & rest up, it will still be there tomorrow. How do you make selfcare your priority?
#migraine #MigraineChat #migraineawarenessmonth #NEISvoid #Neurology #menopause #MHAM
#selfcare #spoonie #tired https://t.co/W4omTWqdGG 

David Curtis @dave_curtis 
RT @JosephCoe: Bonus #MigraineChat + #MHAM content. What #migraine patients what you to
know via @GHLForg: https://t.co/9RfMgj7K6b 

Kelly Gavigan @GHLF_Kelly 
RT @beth_morton: It is officially #MHAM and in keeping with the theme, #AdvocateForAccess, next
Monday’s #MigraineChat will cover issues our community faces accessing #migraine care. I’ll be
joined by special co-hosts, Sarah & Joe, from the @GHLForg. See you June 6th @ 1p ET!! Qs
coming soon! https://t.co/klIQiq0r0P 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. Have you ever requested accommodations for #migraine at school or work? If
you’re comfortable sharing, what accommodations did you request? Were your accommodations
granted? Tell us about barriers you’ve encountered. #MigraineChat #MHAM
https://t.co/MITZeMWKVK 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
Opposite of a barrier: I know pale who’ve successfully gotten sensory accommodations (for autism)
through their migraine dx, because employers “get” migraine better. Personally?, I never got any
accommodations for any dx that were not just more work for me. #MigraineChat 

Essar (sie/hir) @InAutistic 
I was in college and My mom said “every time I call you say you have a headache. That’s bout right.”
She set up an appointment and I got my dx while home on break. #MigraineChat 

happenconsulting @happenconsulti1 
RT @YorkshireMigra1: Migraine attacks are exhausting, so I give myself a break, leave the
washing/work & rest up, it will still be there tomorrow. How do you make selfcare your priority?
#migraine #MigraineChat #migraineawarenessmonth #NEISvoid #Neurology #menopause #MHAM
#selfcare #spoonie #tired https://t.co/W4omTWqdGG 

Yorkshire Migraine @YorkshireMigra1 
Migraine triggers are unique to each & the ignorance shown by those around us who know our
triggers yet choose to expose us is frustrating 😤 & painful #migraine #MigraineChat #MHAM
#NEISvoid #Menopause #sheffield #Disability #ChronicPain #spoonie #triggers #threshold
#Neurology https://t.co/z2uCRWuIz8 
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Rachel Dallas @invigor8life2 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. Have you ever been unable to access a #migraine treatment or migraine-
related test/procedure? What was the issue (e.g., insurance, cost, availability, etc)? If you were
eventually able to access this, what did you need to do? #MigraineChat https://t.co/d3LBxp0ovM 

Chronically Meh @ChronicallyMeh 
RT @MigraineColl: How much do your emotions effect your pain? I currently find myself in & out of
severe depression. It results in a wicked #migraine. I’m not crying a lot, which usually causes it. I get
more numb & vegetable like. Can’t seem to break it. #migrainechat #NEISvoid #thebipolarlife 
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